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Good Morning Sam
 
I am totally in support of the Council’s request to pause the current work on all topics under
PC78 as the recent weather event has demonstrated exactly what our concerns were as outlined
in my earlier submission as attached.
 
The infrastructure in our local coastal Takapuna area is not able to cope with the current load
and the threat of irretrievable pollution to our beautiful beaches is very real unless these matters
are addressed.  Does the Council/IHP want to be responsible for this??
 
Concerns regarding the impact of intensification around Lake Pupuke have been realised with a
continual flow of water coming out on the foreshore at one of the properties.  Natural drainage
has been impacted severely and goodness knows what further damage will be incurred with all
the footprint of the new Ryman village in Killarney St. 
 
The properties being built in this area are poorly designed, impractical and an unsightly blot on
the landscape.  It is a travesty that these apartment blocks can be built 1 metre from the
boundary and seems to take no account of the impact on natural drainage. 
 
We need to go back to checking properties to ensure the wastewater is not going into the
stormwater drains especially on these new builds. We need to make the infrastructure in our
area robust enough to deal with the existing housing before intensifying any further. 
 
The problem we have in New Zealand is a lack of social housing and many of the intensification
projects in this area will not deliver this. 
 
I urge the Council and the IHP to put all further intensification projects in this and other areas of
Auckland on hold so that we can ensure our infrastructure is fit for purpose.  We need a practical
– not ideological - urban plan with a sound vision for the future so we can create a city we are
proud of instead of randomly knocking down and destroying our heritage and what makes
Auckland so special. 
 
Please stop and address all the planning issues in the city and I urge the panel/Council to visit
some of these areas to see for themselves the impact they are having on the environment.
 
 
Kind regards
 
Alison Sherning
M +64 21 862 233
E alison.sherning@gmail.com
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Have your say on housing intensification

akhaveyoursay.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/housing  - due in by 29 September



Suggested objection points to planned intensification for Takapuna:

· No overall vision for the coastal area based on the protection and quality of the area

· Blanket form of intensification doesn’t recognise the consequences on the environment 

· Coastal location and unique land form of Takapuna with its iconic beach, volcanic lake and reserves requires protection

· The narrow isthmus between the waterfront and lake is made up of volcanic rock.  Local intensification will further impact the already under threat water quality of the lake due to continued accumulation of silt and run-off pollutant.  There will also be an impact on the actual water table of Lake Pupuke and potentially to the natural movement of water from the lake to the sea.  

· Dominance and shading to the environment, especially the reserve/camping ground. 

· Sunlight should be an important consideration for the coastal area so we do not end up like Queensland with all the beaches shaded by high rise buildings. 

· The constraints of current infrastructure, wastewater and stormwater, with the constant overflows and pollution of the sea water resulting in ‘no swimming’ bans.

· There is no planning for improving the very old infrastructure to cope with the proposed additional intensification. 

· We understand the recently advertised ‘upgrade’ to the sewage pipes was merely fitting a liner to stop leakage so has done nothing to increase capacity but rather has reduced it.

· Many people would not be aware that the sewage from Devonport runs along the beachfront to Black Rock.  Any significant intensification in the area will likely result in more sewage overflows.

· Relevance to existing built form needs to be a consideration, for example The Promenade Terraces are likely to stand for many more years so this should be considered when planning decisions are made.

· Intensification is impacting our green spaces which provide important meeting, socialising and play areas.  London is a wonderful example of how green spaces have been preserved and enjoyed by so many – underpinned by good planning.  

· Retail heart of Takapuna is already being ‘killed’ by intensification plans such as losing the car park and market.

· Intensification can and should occur closer to the rapid transport stations, particularly the land between Akoranga and Smales Farm bus stations.  

· The walkable catchment area between Sales Farm and Akoranga bus stations is closer to existing and future employment centres, the hospital and the commercial areas of Barry’s Pt Road and Wairau Valley plus being more affordable.  

Conclusion

The residential area along the coast from Hauraki to the end of the beach to Milford is a long established special character area and should be protected.  

Do the Council want to be responsible for serious sewage overflows into the Waitemata Harbour with such serious implications???? 












